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    Introduction:

Stampede is an area where human losses are in comparison to any non-natural 
catastrophe but given proportionately less attention. Information if sent at the right place at the 
right time can save lot of losses. Every year thousands of people die due to lack of management 
and slow information transfer. The proposed system is intended to operate at crowded and 
congested places. Using automated system we have tried to manage the overcrowding of people 
at every place so that any stampede can be prevented. We analyzed some of the recent stampedes 
in INDIA. Last year at NASHIK (INDIA) at a religious gathering ‘KUMBH MELA’ we 
observed that people innocently ran here and there due to either rumors (incorrect information) 
or lack of organized control. That caused mishap and then got multiplied. So after analysis this 
came into light that human losses are more as an aftermath than at the start of a stampede. Here 
we are first trying to prevent stampede by guiding them correctly using audio video signals. Even 
if stampede occurs fast recovery can be done by providing correct information to people & third 
party (Ambulancec, police, etc).
  
Target Areas:
              Religious places, Mass gathering places.

Problem Statement:
             
               This project targets the safety of human lives at mass gathering places where human 
losses are comparatively huge due to mismanagement, proper regulation, lack of discipline 
and cases of abnormal number of humans per area.

Idea/Motivation: 

               The motivation of the project comes from a religious place of a particular community 
and major places of mass gathering. The project is being proposed keeping in mind the recent 
advancements in the field of communication technology. So that there is minimal human 
intervention . We have used algorithms similar to the routers in computer networks for traffic 
control. We have used digital image processing to gather the inputs of number of people flowing 
at various access points.

Advantages/Benefits of Project:

 Its basic function is to alarm to prevent any stampede.
 Management of masses to avoid stampede 
 Prediction of congested areas and rerouting of traffic so that further human losses could 

be averted.
 As it uses real-time analysis for information gathering, human losses are minimal.
 Automation keeps the risk at minimal.
 Low cost module.
 Could be deployed anywhere in a short span.
 As it uses cameras this feature can be used for further future security considerations.



Innovative Ideas:

Although the concept of mounting an automated system in a building is far from being a 
new one, our system comes with new ideas, such as:

a) The system is ‘DISTRIBUTED’. It is able to work in all possible conditions.
b) Uses a “ Take Over” algorithm residing at each CPU, which is able to control the system 

till failure recovery. It uses features of image processing to measure the direction and 
number of people flowing at access points. Using concepts of edge detection on the 
image taken at different image sampling rates, we find out number of people walking 
through a definite area.

c) It is an Open System. It can be easily enhanced with new features; it is easily compatible         
with other systems.
e) Implemented Computer algorithm for routing people in best possible way to avoid 
stampede. If the CPU fails to work, the nearest CPU takes over the charge. 
f) As it uses a  video camera  security features could be added effectively without any design 

changes and hardware changes would be minimal.

System Organization and Structure:

 HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

1: Information gathering and management
2: CPU (control processing unit)
3: Output relaying
4:Communication Methodology

1: Information gathering and management

Inputs are taken from camera mounted at the road access points decided by the civil 
engineers as the condition prevails. These inputs form basis of processing module. In case of 
abnormal inputs 

                            

Fig 1 Input Processing Unit



        Digital video camera is used with required number of sensors. The image is stored and 
converted into image array in acquisitions unit. In preprocessor image in spatial domain is 
converted into frequency domain we have used filters for that. Preprocessed image array is 
segmented through local region based thresholding and edge based methods. Feature extraction 
is done using fractal transforms. And finally we are transmitting some of the required feature 
vectors extracted using Bluetooth devices.

        Fig 2 Access Points
                    Main hardware module consists of info gathering module, communication block, 
storage block, output devices (speakers, LED/LCD displays). This is basic module installed at 
every access point. At every access point we can observe the information of previous predefined 
time

2: Control processing unit

                    From communication module CPU gets the feature vector inputs of each access 
point. These are further processed through classification and Interpretation block. We call these 
processed signals as Local inputs. Also there is need of input from CPUs of adjacent areas 
(piconet) for controlling access points in that piconet. We call these inputs as Global inputs.

                        
Fig 3    CPU (Control Processing Unit )



                    Processor takes decision on the basis of local and global inputs. It provides two 
types of outputs, Local and Global. Local outputs are provided to access points and hence control 
the flow of crowd. Global outputs are relayed to CPUs of adjacent piconets.

3: Output relaying

CPU gives output to the early warning system like speakers and other controlling devices, 
so that the inflow and outflow of the people at any instant is within prescribed limits of that area. 

4: Communication Methodology

We are using Bluetooth module for transmitting information. It is most efficient option 
for our requirements. 

 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

 Information processing and action control unit.

Router Algorithm:
Our algorithm is similar to that used in computer networks (e.g. routers routing 

information (packets) through the traffic of) and calculation, distribution of traffic densities. Here 
we have used this Algorithm on both local and global data inputs. There will be two inputs to the 
algorithm one is local input and another is global input. It is developed in such a manner that any 
point in piconet   can access the information gathered by any access point in the same piconet or 
piconet in the other CPU’s area.

Take Over Algorithm:
This algorithm is residing at each CPU. If in case any CPU fails to function this 

algorithm is activated and it controls the affected part. Thus in case of failure of any particular 
CPU, adjacent CPU can take control and handle the situation by calling its “take over” 
algorithm. 

Our system is totally open i.e. the administrator can take control of the whole system at 
any instant if conditions prevail. 

Principle of Operation:
  

The area in consideration is divided into subareas (piconet). Every piconet is having one 
CPU (control processing unit) controlling flow of people in that area by sending control signals 
to every access point. ACCESS POINTS are the points that take the input images using a camera 
and process the image. The access points are connected to CPU via BLUETOOTH. There are 
multiple access points in each piconet. Thus we get total control of the geographic area by 
similarly controlling the number of piconets. It is developed in such a manner that any CPU in 
piconet can access the information gathered by any access point in the same piconet or access 



points in the other piconet. In case of any piconet area being a failure the neighboring piconet’s 
CPU takes the control of that area. In case the inputs indicate a havoc situation, the system tries 
to clear the area surrounded by epicenter. Its starts recording into database the area of epicenter 
and surroundings. This would help in evaluating the stampede. Computer itself dials to its 
authorized stations nearest possible to affected area to confirm any such mishap. It itself if 
confirms any catastrophe dials to third party  (Ambulance, Security). Now it monitors the closest 
access path for the third party.

Providing online information to third party whenever required can enhance security 
feature. For this we have used TCP/IP Protocols. This system is designed keeping in mind the 

Geographical distribution of area i.e for smaller area this system works fine but even if 
the area multiplies this could easily be adopted with minimal changes.
            System view is taken into consideration with all subsystem parameters and 
characteristics, and to be cognizant of any emergent properties that might be achieved. Each 
module leads to the system building and proper communication interfacing provides ordered 
liberty to each subsystem

Development Plan:

We have come up with a solution for a problem faced be millions of people for decades. 
We have used Incremental model for our software development. As we are developing our 
hardware in parallel so we thought to opt for this model. Also as this model gave us scope for 
better prototyping we created the image processing software and routing algorithm in 
increments. In the software part we considered C, C++ as a better Language for image 
processing, routing algorithm and take over algorithm.

           We had option of capturing the flow of people using a   video camera, weight 
sensing using transducer, noise detection sensor (gives output in decibels). The transducer for 
measuring weight is not flexible and requires maintenance regularly. The sensing quality 
decreases with time, high power consumption, and reduced security features. Noise sensors are 
in all respects better than transducers but have their own drawbacks. We thought flow sensing 
using image processing would give us better approximations than its counterparts and from point 
of view of adding security features. For better transmission of input information to CPU we have 
used dedicated hardware and bluetooth both for high performance/low cost. Another aspect of 
the hardware is to focus on better control of flow using devices as signals and speakers. 
Depending on conditions during mass gatherings   the module switches between signal relay and 
speakers.
‘Hard-system thinking’ consisting hardware, software, techniques related to SYSTEM along 
with ‘Soft-system thinking’ considering all emergent properties and logical consideration taken 
into account while designing the system.

    



Team Organisation:

As project calls for varied skills spanning diverse areas, teamwork is most essential 
component and we repose our full faith and recognize its importance.
Our team is having students who are having excellent skills in their respective project areas. 
Abhijeet Chavan is the logic design engineer, Shrikant Bharthulwar is the lead software engineer 
who is dealing with the implementation of Image Processing and the decision-making software. 
Balasaheb Darade is our hardware designer for inputs and outputs to the system. He is also 
related with logical designing of the project. Tarun Parmar is working on the overall 
development of the software system. He is also involved in scripting of the documentation part. 
The team has been holding meeting twice a week on Wednesdays and Sundays.

Fig 4  Team Organisation

Cost: 
We have right now spent $70 on different accessories like video camera, different circuitry 
elements, LCD display and other .The cost of Bluetooth devices that we are using $120 is                                    
not considered as stated in the project overview section of the CSIDC website.

Outcome:
By the end of this project we expect to have a complete working system that we suppose to test 
for any mass gathering place. The project is in advanced stages of design iterations and shall 
soon be accomplished.


